Combio 2014 Career Development Forum

The Career Development Forum will be held in the Finkel Lecture Theatre at the John Curtin School of Medical Research at the Australian National University from 4 pm on Sunday, 28 September 2014.

Instructions for how to get there from the Convention Centre (~25 min walk, calculate at least 30 min if you don’t know the way, just in case):

The following maps will help you find the venue, which is inside the John Curtin School. Please enter via the front entrance from Garran Road, up the big steps.

From the convention centre, if you leave from the front entrance and walk down the steps, turn right and follow Constitution avenue until you get to London Circuit. Follow London Circuit all the way to the other side until you get to Gordon Street. Turn right into Gordon Street, cross Markus Clark Street and walk slightly uphill into the ANU campus, past the Australian Academy of Science Shine Dome building. Follow McCoy Circuit, which will join into Garran Road. Follow Garran Road downhill until you see the John Curtin Building. Walk up the steps and someone will swipe you into the building. The Finkel Lecture Theatre is to your left and up a few steps.
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